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CAS REQUIREMENTS
CAS is the IB acronym for:

Creativity/Action/Service
•CAS Experiences: Students must engage in CAS experiences involving one or more of
the three CAS strands. 5-8 experiences are required.
•CAS Project: A major component of CAS is the CAS Project. Students in the DP must
complete one major student initiated collaborative project integrating one or more
strands of C/A/S (Ex: Creativity or Service and Action or Creativity, Action & Service).
The duration of a project must be a month or more from planning to completion.
•Learning Outcomes: CAS experiences must met all learning outcomes at least once.

•Reflection

THE 7 CAS OUTCOMES
CAS Learning Outcomes:
The project and other experiences must show evidence in each of the
seven learning outcomes which are as follows:
1.

Identify own strengths and develop areas of growth

2.

Demonstrate that challenges have been undertaken, developing new
skills

3.

Demonstrate how to initiate and plan a CAS experience

4.

Show commitment to and perseverance in CAS experience

5.

Demonstrate the skills and recognize the benefits of working
collaboratively

6.

Demonstrate engagement with issues of global significance

7.

Recognize and consider the ethics of choices and actions

WHAT IS CAS?
What is Creativity?

Arts-related, writing, cooking, plus teaching/tutoring

What is Action?
Group (team) or individual activities (documentation), lessons (dance, martial
arts, yoga)
- Be sure to set a measurable goal for your action activities!

What is Service?
Serving the community (local/global)

•Types of Service…

In what ways are you involved in CAS-worthy activities already? What kinds of activities would
you like to be involved in as part of CAS?

TYPES OF SERVICE EXPERIENCES
• Direct service: Examples are one-on-one tutoring, developing a
garden in partnership with refugees, or working in an animal shelter.
• Indirect service: For example, this can appear as re-designing a
non-profit organization’s website, writing original picture books to
teach a language, or nurturing tree seedlings for planting.
• Advocacy: For example, this may appear as initiating an awareness
campaign on hunger, performing a play on replacing bullying with
respect, or creating a video on sustainable water solutions.
• Research: Students collect information through varied sources,
analyze data, and report on a topic of importance to influence policy
or practice. For example, they may conduct environmental surveys to
influence their school, contribute to a study of animal migration,
compile effective means to reduce litter in public spaces, or conduct
social research by interviewing people on topics such as homelessness,
unemployment or isolation.

WHAT IS NOT CAS?
Not-CAS:

• Payment for service activities (although okay if for creativity and action)
• Proselytizing religious activities or religious devotion/attendance at services
• Political activities that are divisive
• Household chores (no CAS for emptying the dishwasher!)
• Experiences completed before the beginning of junior year (8/29/16)

CAS PROJECT
A major component of CAS is the CAS Project.

Students in the DP must complete one major student initiated collaborative
project integrating one or more strands of C/A/S (Ex: Creativity or Service and
Action or Creativity, Action & Service).
The duration of a project must be a month or more from planning to completion.

When you log your project into ManageBAC please identify that it is your
project. Please post photos, video, links, etc as proof of your project.

CAS requires students to take part in a range of activities and projects.
These should always involve:
real, purposeful activities, with significant outcomes
personal challenge

thoughtful consideration, such as planning, reviewing progress, reporting
reflection on outcomes and personal learning.

REFLECTIONS
Huge emphasis on reflections. Students should consider for each stage
of an experience (before, during, after):
•How you felt
•What you perceived
•What you though about the experience

•What the experience meant to you
•What was the value of the experience
•What they learned from the experience and how this learning (i.e. a
change of perspective) might apply more widely

INTEGRATING CAS
Tips for making CAS part of your everyday life:

•Incorporate your CAS time into your calendar
•Use your CAS activities as a de-stresser (music practice, art, physical exercise)
•Try a new challenge either within an existing activity or in a new one.
•Do you have your own running or exercising program? Set a goal and keep a
log of your plan!
•The CAS Service component is a little more flexible than SSL hours – generally,
anything that qualifies for SSL will be fine with CAS. So you can use the SSL
hours you earn after August 25 for CAS as well.

USING MANAGEBAC
•

We use a website called “ManageBAC” which makes it effortless to record your
CAS activities and ask for supervisors’ comments and approvals for the
activities.

•

You should have received an email from ManageBAC to set up your account, if
you need further assistance please see me.

•

You can log on to ManageBAC through our new website ib-bcc.com or use
the App!

•

It is very important that you keep up with your CAS hours, without these
hours you will not graduate with an IB Diploma.
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QUESTIONS?
Ms. Krysten Stream is the CAS coordinator and you can find her in the Main
Office/Registrar’s Office.

Krysten_D_Stream@mcpsmd.org
Check out our website at ib-bcc.com

